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Review of doctoral thesis 

Optimal Intensity Distribution in 
a Laser Beam for FSO Communications 

written by Peter Barcik 

Presented doctoral thesis is focused on the branch of Free-Space Optical (FSO) links, thus a 
technique where signals are distributed from a transmitter to a receiver through the atmospheric 
media. The research included an analysis, calculation and modelling of properties of optical 
intensity of the laser beam which is affected by a propagation mainly through the atmosphere. 
The theoretical investigation with modeling is followed by a design, pilot experimental testing 
and finally the verification of the specialized FSO link beam shaper in the fully photonic FSO 
link. 

The work investigated behaviors of different laser beam profiles in a non-stationary and 
inhomogeneous media as the atmosphere is. The study and theoretical analysis were oriented 
mainly to the top-hat and flattened Gaussian beams. The author presented that these kinds of 
laser beam profiles should have a lower scintillation index in comparison with the Gaussian 
beam profile. The author focused on the design of methods of the laser beam shaping on basis 
of these results. He designed, simulated and calculated a novel refraction beam shaper. He 
verified the final version of the model of the shaper in the optical design software with the 
good results. Then he prepared and tested three experimental models of the shaper on the FSO 
link. He implemented the shaper into the fully photonic FSO link where the stress was put on 
the optimal resistance of the laser beam to the unwanted effects of the atmospheric turbulence. 
Next, the work includes the setup of the fully photonic receiver where the author presented 
implementation of the Schmidt Cassegrain telescope in combination with a single mode optical 
fiber. The author also optimized particular parameters of the optical setup of the FSO fully 
photonic experimental link. 

Presented doctoral thesis and short-form thesis are written in English. The form of 
mentioned documents fialfils all of criteria which are placed to such a work. Author presents all 
of achieved results clearly and with a detailed description. The formal structure of the work is 
also clear and it corresponds with requirements generally placed to such a kind of scientific 
work. 

State of reviewer to the doctoral thesis 

1) Relevance and scientific importance of the work 
The presented work covers the fundamental and experimental research of optics 

communication in fi-ee space, mainly in the atmosphere with unstable conditions. It was 
focused on the modelling, calculation and experimental testing of a unique beam shaping 
optics which provides the low scintillation index when the laser beam is propagating in the 
atmosphere. 



2) Originality of the work, main original contribution 
The work includes a lot of original ideas which author theoretically proposed and 

experimentally verified. The main and original contribution is in the modelling, simulation and 
experimental testing of the new concept of beam shaping optics with the goal to minimize the 
scintillation index of the FSO link laser beam. The presented model and design of the top-hat 
Gaussian beam shaper thus gives a very unique matter for the further design and development 
of the next generation of FSO links. 

3) Publication of the main ideas of the doctoral thesis 
There is no doubt that author published all of ideas and important parts of the work in 

peer-reviewed journals, international conferences and workshops as is presented in the 
appendix - list of publications and reprints. It's clear the author has respected position at the 
scientific community of the optical wireless communication and FSO link research. 

4) Scientific level of the author, his scientific results, publications, quality and rating 
The author achieved high-level scientific results with respect on enclosed the list of 

publications. He published more than 11 original scientific contributions as the first author and 
he is co-author in the other 11 papers. He demonstrated the excellent contribution in the 
theoretical design and experimental verification of the fully photonic FSO link. On basis of 
author's evaluation tables, his research quality is high and the potential impact of his scientific 
results is internationally comparable. 

5) Questions for the author during doctoral thesis defense 

a) Could be possible to transfer the transmitting and receiving laser beams through the optical 
setup of the fully photonic FSO presented in Fig. 6.13 in a bi-directional communication 
scheme? 

b) Is the designed beam profile shaper and other optical components link compensated 
(i.e. a chromatic dispersion) for the transmitting of a wider spectrum of wavelengths (in the 
case of DWDM technique) ? 

I consider presented doctoral thesis of Peter Barcik as original and with high level of 
scientific results. I recommend this for the doctoral thesis defense. In case of successful 
defense I recommend to grant title "doctor". 
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